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“Your home is an expression of who You are”

You are looking for Marble & 
Stone care experts to provide 
services such as restoration, 
cleaning, refinishing, 
treatment protection, etc.  
Choose KouranyEntreprise 
that is committed to deliver 
excellent results for the client 
total satisfaction.



-We are committed to 
educating you and advice you 
in choosing the most adequate 
Marble or natural stone for 
your home:
•Where to install different kinds of 
Marbles;
•Which finish do we advice for 
interiors and exteriors;
•Which treatment to apply on 
exterior surfaces allowing them 
to be resistant to ultra violet rays, 
humidity and acid rains;
•What kind of protection is adequate 
for different kinds of Marble and 
stones.

-We are experts in handling :
•Mosaics
•Travertino
•Marbles
•Basalt
•Granite
•Ceramic
•St Vincent (Pierre de 
sedimentation)
•Bardilio
•TalaMarron (pds)
•Tala Beige (pds)

-All Marbles, natural stones 
and tiles need a specific type 
of care and maintenance 
depending on where it is 
used:
•Floors;
•Walls;
•Columns;
•Countertops;

•Kitchen islands;
•Tables;
•Windows sills;
•Etc.

-Our skilled craftsmen offer 
chip, etch and crack repair 
as well as restore any kind 
of natural stone from hone 
(affiner) to high polish and can 
eliminate uneven surfaces and 
visible seams.

-We can perform a variety of 
finishes to suit every kind of 
Marble, natural Stone or Tile 
such as:
•Burnishing (glacage);
• Polishing (cirage);

•Matte Luster;
•Mirror Glassed effect (realization 
Poli-Mirroir);
•Achieving Surface free 
Undulation (obtention surface sans 
valonnement;
•Creating rugged reliefs giving a 
very subtle and soft reflection);
•Etc.

-We stay away from rusty 
spots by avoiding the use 
of metal mesh. We treat 
perimeters.

-We are abreast of 
cutting edge avant-garde 
technologies and changes in 
our industry.



“You deserve a 21st century living in the warmth 
of your home”
Kourany Enterprise is active since 1956 in the sector 

of Daily and General cleaning. It offers quick first qual-

ity service to its clients whether private or from a wide 

range of business sectors that include: office buildings, 

commercial centers, banks, business centers, shops, 

schools, churches, health clubs and others.

Kourany Enterprise intervenes as well in end of build 

cleaning of new villas, de luxeapartments, estate 

cleaning, commercial cleaning, and communal clean-

ing. We aim at preserving the beauty of all used ma-

terial, avoiding their deterioration and their getting 

dirty.

-We are experts in 
providing a vast range of 
cleaning services related to:
•Daily Cleaning (Commercial 
Cleaning)
•Basic Cleaning(End of build 
Cleaning)
•Residential Cleaning 
•Office Cleaning 
•Periodic Cleaning 
•Carpet Shampooing& Protection
•Insect & Rodent Eradication(upon 
request).

-What do we clean? Mainly 
everything:
•Aluminums.
•Windows interior & exterior.
•Window sills.
•False ceilings.
•Attics.
•Doors and door frames.
•Kitchens.
•Bathrooms.
•Bedrooms.
•Living rooms.
•Hallways.
•Carpets.
•Wall to wall carpets.
•Hard floor& Wall cleaning.
•Hard floor & Wall Refurbishing & 
Embellishment.
•Marble & Natural Stone 
Treatment.
•Exterior Façade Cleaning 
&Treatment. 
•Others.

Our clients are recommended to 
check the quality of the cleaning 
work carried out immediately 
after completion of the work. An 
inventory will be signed before 
and after.

-Kourany Enterprise added 
value is in providing Insect 
and Rodent eradication. 
We offer this service in 
collaboration with our 
foreign correspondents, 
through punctual, seasonal 
or yearly interventions:

•We inspect the premises to 
identify the problem, its location 
in order to recommend the most 
efficient solution;
•Products and equipment 
of leading international 
manufacturers back up our highly 
trained staff;
•Non-toxic chemicals, harmless 
to man, pets and plants, odorless, 
non-staining biodegradable, safe 
and environmentally friendly 
products are used;
•Special techniques and methods 
for product application are 
adapted to every different kind 
of premises, such as commercial 
buildings, towers, hotels, 
restaurants, shops, schools, villas, 
apartments, where cockroaches 
are difficult to reach;
•We provide a regular follow up 
schedule with our client through 
regular visits, quick interventions 
when the need suddenly arises.

-Carpet and Upholsteryand 
fiber protection:
•Kourany Enterprise also 
intervene in the sector of 
professional carpet, wall to wall 
carpet and upholstery with special 
products to insure the protection 
of their fibers by fabric care and 
protection. 



A special machine equipped with adequate 
diamond tools, handled by our craftsman 
with an impeccable know-how. Allows us to 
perform a:
•High quality exceptional job 
•Perfectly even surface 
•High density reflexion 
•Intense gloss 
•Durable in time

Efforts made to 
avoid splashes on 

walls and between 
treated & untreated 

surfaces.

•The expertise of our 
craftsman at work 
•All the care given to 
details

Polish and treat marbles so they can render:
•Their original colors
•Their beauty
•Their warmth

Using a wrong inadequate process:
•Will never reveal their true colors
•Or will alter their original colors

Polish and treat marbles so they can render:
•Their original colors
•Their beauty
•Their warmth

Using a wrong inadequate process:
•Will never reveal their true colors
•Or will alter their original colors



Before & After

Challenging job:
•Corridor with 

geometric design in 

wood

•Wood stripes had 

to be protected & 

polished as well 

Old mosaic treated
•Respecting different colors of the joints

•Achieving a homogeneous surface

•A satin finish

Pudi cum ipsanda dolorum ati dolupta quiat 
porepudae res everspe rchici ut estis cus nus 
utatia dolorempeles audity.
Re nossimil et quam re velecte ndande nam 
volorupta nusdae comnima ipicten imagnisit, 
vollitaessit experovid molorunt lia es volorit 
eturiam enihillam. Am, comnim este nimus, 
cus dundi rercia conseria nonsequae nonsequi 
corati optassi reptate mporporem quo quasita 
volores truptatur, quam ut laborest, sitatur?
Erum quam rerem experis et fugiat.

The 2nd, 3rd & 4th pictures are 
facades of buildings:
•The 2nd is Basalt

•The 3rd & 4th: Wall covered with streaks of 

milt (laitance) was treated to obtain a neat 

surface and to bring out again the original 

color of the stone

Tip! Tip!
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